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General description 
The MCS1608CO2 is a standard MCS1608 Radio Only with a Temperature and 
Humidity sensor. On the 8 pin expansion connector is an interface board connected with 
the following sensors: 

 Low Power CO2 sensor 0..5000 ppm 

 Very Low Power PIR motion Sensor 

For user interaction an extra LED is mounted on the interface PCB 
 
The sensor works in two different modes: 

 When motion is detected the sensor measures CO2, temperature and humidity in a high 

interval mode (default 15 minutes) 

 In Idle mode (no motion detected) the sensor measures CO2 in a low interval time 

(default 1 hr) 

The unit switches from motion to idle mode after a certain period of time (default 1hour) 
 
The EMCS1608CO2 is battery powered (6,6Ah battery pack). The MCS1608CO2 can be 
powered via a external mini USB connection. When and external USB power is applied 
the battery is not used anymore. The unit switches automatically to battery operation 
when the USB power is disconnected. 
 

Occupation Sensor 
The MCS1608CO2 measures occupation in a room. The reported occupation is calculated as 
follows: 
 
Occupation = Duration of Time  movement detected / Total Time 
 
Each transmission of payloads the occupation is set to 0 and the calculation of occupation start 
again. 

 

 
LED status 
The MCS1608CO2 has two LED’s give the following information: 
 
Blue-Led 

 Single flash:  

 1 blink per second: Motion Detected 
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 2 blinks per second: CO2 measurement started 

Red-Led 
 Fast flash: LoRa Transmission 

 
Parameters 
The MCS1608CO2 can be configured using a downlink message: 

 
typedefstruct{// Size=10 bytes... 
byteCmdId;// Command ID 0x2A 
bytePirDecTime;// dflt   10 [1..255] in seconds 
bytePirCntMax;// dflt    5 [1..255] number of pulses in the integrator 
wordPirActiveTime;// dflt   10 [1..65535] in seconds 
wordC02TmoActive;// dflt   15 [1..65535] in minutes 
wordC02TmoInActive;// dflt  360 [1..65535] in minutes 
byteCO2LED_Config;// dflt 0x07 bit0: 1 time 100 ms led flash on PIR detect 
// bit1: 2 times 100 ms per 5 seconds while motion=active 
// bit2: LED blinks 100/400 on while CO2 measuring 
// bit3: LED on while CO2 measuring 
}TCO2Cfg; 
 

A downlink configuration message is not answered by the MCS1608CO2 
The configuration parameters are not stored in NVM and are therefore lost after a reboot. 
 

Other Commands: 
 
Reboot command  
has the following content: 
 byteCmdSeq = 0xFE  
 byteCmd = 0xFE 

byteNewValue = 0xEF 

The MCS1608CO2 will perform a reboot 
 
Factory Reset command 
has the following content: 
 byteCmdSeq = 0xEF  
 byteCmd = 0xFF 

byteNewValue = 0xFE 

The MCS1608CO2 will perform a reboot 

 

PayLoad description 
 
The MCS1608CO2 payload is as follows: 
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typedefstruct{// Size=11 bytes 
byteMsgID;// CO2 Sensor = 0x10 
byteRhD;// 0%.. 100% 
wordCO2Level;// 0 to 5000 in ppm 
int16Pressure;// Pressure-100000.              102000 = 1020.00 mBar 
byteOccupation;// Percentage occupation of room since last transmission 
int16Temp1;// in 2 cijfers achter de komma. 2000   = 20.00 graden 
wordVBatt;// in mV                         3600   = 3.600 Volt 
}TCO2Msg;// 

 
 
 

LoRa Connection behavior of the ED1608 is as follows: 
 
Send and receive LoRa PORT 
The ED1608 sends and receives on port 1 by default. This cannot be changed. 
 
ABP 
When ABP Parameters are set the unit will use these. OTAA is never activated when 
ABP parameters are set. 
 
OTAA 
It tries to join a network. Since joining starts at SF7 (short range) after two retries the 
units increases it spreading factor. This goes on until SF12 is reached, obeying the duty 
cycle limits this process of joining can take a long time, after that the units stops 
connecting and goes to sleep for 1 hour before trying to re-connect. 
 
Connection Lost 
If the unit is connected it actively guards its connection. 
After 64 transmissions without any downlink answer the units starts requesting ack’s. If 
after 32 transmissions without an answer the unit assumes the connection is gone and 
increases its datarate. When the device has reached SF12 it assumes the connection is 
lost. The unit will go idle for 1 hour and then start to reconnect. 
 
 

Version History 
 
V0.01 Baseline 1-09-2016  
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